
The Local Area Network is the one of the most critical 
parts of your enterprise IT infrastructure. It links the rest 
of your IT estate together and it underpins your entire 
business operations and digitation strategy. Wireless is 
a ubiquitous technology today with most people having 
multiple devices to undertake their role. A fast, secure, 
reliable wireless network is needed to ensure that you can 
service your customers in the right way and the business 
operates efficiently.

Organisations need secure, controlled agility to enable 
them to respond quickly to opportunities and threats. 
Most networks get in the way. Despite the importance of 
networks, many organisations have traditionally left them 
to grow organically with limited investment. As a result, 
many enterprise networks have been unprepared for 
the recent explosion in digitisation, along with increasing 
security issues accompanying the adoption    
of cutting-edge technologies.

SCC provides a range of services can help you significantly 
improve your network capabilities, while reducing 
complexity across your wired and wireless networks. We 
provide the path to the intelligent digital platform that will 
underpin your digital transformation strategy.

It’s the start of a new era of rapid 
response to fast changing needs,        
with agile reconfiguration and                 
software-driven management of your 
ever more complex wired and wireless 
network infrastructure. An intelligent 
digital platform is what is needed to               
make this possible.

Network Solutions - The path to the intelligent digital platform
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We have a proven methodology that drives success:

Discover - a range of services to identify what’s happening, where and 
why, providing actionable intelligence across the network.

Design - develop a strategy based on that intelligence to tackle gaps in 
what we discover and plan the transition to a new infrastructure.

Supply - supply you with the right equipment and software to enable the 
intelligent digital platform. Discuss a smarter acquisition process for 
software through an Enterprise Agreement, unifying your strategy and 
reducing the friction involved in transformation.

Implement - partner with you as you take each step into the new era of 
smarter, software defined infrastructure, providing a full package of 
services as you replace old equipment and connect everything to the 
new management software. 

Manage - a range of network managed services to provide ongoing 
support, maintenance and running of the infrastructure. 

Optimise - packages of ongoing professional services to ensure proper 
planning, quarterly reviews and continual responsiveness to business 
needs.

Why partner with SCC?

SCC has been providing network services for over 20 years; we 
have a dedicated team of experts to assist in every area of your  
networking strategy.

Our team provide support across the entire process, from the 
initial consultation, through contracting, design, implementation, 
management, support and optimisation; we are ready to deal with any 
requirements that you have.

Key Features

• A complete range of end-to-end services

• A deep understanding of wired and wireless technologies to 
ensure that your digitisation strategy is underpinned in the  
right way

• A large, dedicated team to assist with all requirements.

Key Benefits

• A robust, reliable, sustainable wired and wireless network to 
underpin digitisation within your business

• A wide range of expertise to cope with every requirement

• A range of ways to contract to suit your procurement needs

• On-going adoption, training and optimisation services to ensure 
that you remain business relevant.


